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Summary
A piloted simulation study was conducted to ex-
amine electromechanical ight instrumentation for
use on curved precision approaches to a landing. Hor-
izontal and vertical path tracking situation informa-
tion and ight guidance during manually controlled
ight in the microwave landing system (MLS) signal
environment were examined during this study. These
approach paths were contained within the signal cov-
erage area of the time-referenced scanning beam MLS
as specied by the International Civil Aviation Or-
ganization. The data from these tests indicated that
ight director guidance is required for the manually
controlled ight of a jet transport airplane on curved
approach paths. Acceptable path tracking perfor-
mance was attained with each of three situation infor-
mation algorithms tested. However, pilot comments
indicated that during turns the use of lateral track-
ing situation information based on capturing the next
straight path segment may not be acceptable, since
full-scale lateral deviation indications normally re-
sulted during turns. Pilot comments indicated that
two of the three curved approach paths tested could
be used in normal airline operations. They felt that
the third approach path would be acceptable if the
decision height altitude and the visibility minimums
were greater. Approach paths with both multiple
sequential turns and short nal path segments were
evaluated.
Introduction
The National Airspace System Plan of the Fed-
eral Aviation Administration currently calls for the
present instrument landing system (ILS) to be re-
placed by the microwave landing system (MLS). The
MLS oers a number of technical and operational ca-
pabilities over the ILS, one of which is the expanded
area of proportional signal coverage. (The MLS pro-
vides up to 60 azimuth and 20 elevation com-
pared with the ILS, which provides 3 to 6 az-
imuth and approximately 0:7 angular elevation
about a nominal 3 glide slope.) The expanded sig-
nal coverage has the potential to support multiple,
curved approach paths that could be used for noise
abatement, obstacle clearance, vortex avoidance, and
instrument approach capability to runways or land-
ing pads not directly associated with an MLS facility
(ref. 1). Other simulation studies have indicated a
reduction of controller/pilot communications work-
load and potentially signicant increases in airport
capacity (ref. 2).
However, many operational considerations of
precision approaches (an approach with an electron-
ically generated glide slope) with multiple straight
and curved ight path segments must be addressed
before realizing benets. Some of these operational
considerations include the requirements for ight
guidance and situation information, the geometrical
denition of the approach path, and pilot acceptance
of curved precision approaches.
In today's ight environment, the nal segment of
a precision approach is own on a straight-in path be-
fore reaching an altitude where the landing must be
completed by visual reference to the runway environ-
ment. There is no requirement to use ight director
command guidance to y a straight-in precision ap-
proach. However, in the MLS signal environment, a
precision approach could contain multiple turns and
may be too dicult to be own without ight direc-
tor command guidance. This report will examine the
need for ight director guidance to y very complex
curved approach paths.
In addition to the issue of ight director guidance
requirements, there has been much discussion about
the required type of situation information (lateral
and vertical path tracking errors, etc.). There are
also questions as to how the electromechanical ight
instrumentation should be driven.
To address these issues, three situation infor-
mation algorithms for driving conventional electro-
mechanical ight instrumentation for manually con-
trolled ight along curved approach paths were
evaluated. The rst algorithm, called the \segmented
algorithm," provided lateral deviation information
during turns emulating a typical instrument landing
system localizer capture. The second and third algo-
rithms provided continuous path deviations relative
to a circular path. The second algorithm utilized
turn radii as specied in the approach procedure.
The third algorithm computed a radius for the turn
based on the ground speed of the airplane just prior
to beginning the turn.
The approach paths used during these tests had
multiple turns, with turn radii between 7500 ft
and 20 000 ft, and vertical transitions (changes in
programmed ight path angle) between 1:7 and 4:5.
The nal straight-in leg segments for the approaches
varied between 1/2 mile and 3 miles.
Path tracking accuracy and pilot acceptance and
comments were used for the evaluation of the guid-
ance and situation information tested. This report
will summarize the results of the study.
Symbols and Abbreviations
ADI attitude director indicator
AGL above ground level
DME distance measuring equipment
FD ight director
HSI horizontal situation indicator
HOOK HOOK instrument approach
procedure
ILS instrument landing system
MLS microwave landing system
OFFSET OFFSET approach procedure
RIVER RIVER approach procedure
RMI radio magnetic indicator
rms root mean square
SLINE straight line (ILS replica) approach
 ight path angle
Simulator Description
This study was conducted in the NASA Langley
Visual/Motion Simulator (VMS). The VMS is a six-
degree-of-freedom, motion-base simulator capable of
presenting realistic acceleration and attitude cues to
the pilot. A general-purpose, scientic mainframe
computer with a nonlinear, digital representation of
a McDonnell Douglas DC-9 airplane provided inputs
to drive the VMS simulator. Audio cues for engine
thrust and aerodynamic buet were also provided.
The simulator had a generic cockpit with conven-
tional ight controls and instrumentation. Flight
controls included a column and control wheel, rud-
der pedals, throttle, speed brake, and ap controls
located on a center console. Flight instrumenta-
tion included conventional ight and navigation in-
struments and engine instrumentation. A forward-
looking out-the-window visual scene of the runway
environment was provided to each pilot. The VMS
facility is described in more detail in reference 3.
Flight Instrumentation Description
Figure 1 shows the arrangement of the ight in-
strument panel used during the simulation tests. The
ight instrumentation was arranged in a standard
\T" format and, with several exceptions, functioned
in a conventional manner. The top of the \T," from
left to right, consisted of a combined airspeed/Mach
number indicator, an attitude director indicator
(ADI), and a barometric counter-drum-pointer
altimeter.
Figure 2 shows a larger picture of the ADI. The
ADI contained a dual-cue ight director programmed
to give commands to the pilot for tracking the verti-
cal and lateral paths that lead to the runway. On the
left-hand side of the ADI was a fast/slow bug that
indicated airspeed deviations up to 20 knots from a
reference speed set by the pilot on the airspeed/Mach
number indicator. The ADI also contained a lateral-
path-deviation indicator needle with full-scale indi-
cations of 1500 ft and a vertical-path-deviation
indicator needle with full-scale indications of 250 ft.
The vertical portion of the standard \T" was
formed by the horizontal situation indicator (HSI)
centered below the ADI. The basic information dis-
played on this HSI, shown in gure 3, was similar to
that shown on a conventional HSI. A rotating com-
pass rose indicated the magnetic heading of the air-
plane, and a course deviation indicator showed the di-
rection and lateral displacement (1500-ft full-scale
deection) of the airplane relative to a desired track.
During these tests, the situation information algo-
rithm computed the desired track angle and auto-
matically set the course deviation indicator instead
of requiring the pilot to set it manually as with a con-
ventional HSI. The track angle of the desired course
was also displayed digitally in the upper right-hand
corner of the HSI.
The HSI used during these tests had a bear-
ing pointer arrow that rotated about the compass
rose. During these tests, this arrow was used as
an advance-track-angle arrow. It was driven by the
situation information algorithm to indicate the de-
sired course direction at the end of turn segments.
Five seconds before the airplane was to begin a turn,
the arrow would be driven to the desired track an-
gle at the end of the turn, thus giving the pilot a
pictorial view of where he would be rolling out of
the turn. The advance-track-angle arrow would re-
main in that position on the compass rose until the
airplane reached the beginning of the next turn.
The remaining situation information features on
the HSI included a vertical-path-deviation indicator
with full-scale deviations of 250 ft, a heading ref-
erence on the compass rose that could be manually
set by the pilot, and a digital readout in the up-
per left-hand corner of the HSI used to indicate the
active waypoint number upon which the situation
information algorithm computations were based.
The remaining basic ight instrumentation on
the instrument panel included a vertical speed in-
dicator and a turn and bank indicator located be-
low the altimeter. These instruments operated in a
conventional manner. A distance measuring equip-
ment (DME) indicator and a radio magnetic indi-
cator (RMI) were located below the airspeed/Mach
number indicator. This DME indicator displayed
the slant-range distance between the airplane and
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the DME ground facility collocated with the MLS
azimuth antenna. The RMI displayed the relative
bearing of the MLS ground system azimuth antenna
from the airplane.
A second DME indicator was located below the
HSI. The distance shown on this instrument was the
\along track" distance, which was computed by the
situation information algorithm as the distance along
the programmed path between the airplane and the
glide path intercept point on the runway.
Two annunciator lights were used to indicate
changes in direction and ight path angle of the
programmed path. A light centered over the ADI
was illuminated 5 sec before the airplane was to
begin a turn and was extinguished at the end of
the turn. When no turn was programmed, the light
was illuminated 5 sec before the airplane crossed
a waypoint and was extinguished 10 sec after the
waypoint was crossed. During all other straight path
segments, this light was o.
The second annunciator light was located to
the right side of the ADI adjacent to the vertical-
path-deviation indicator. This light would blink
for 5 sec when the vertical ight path angle of
the programmed path changed more than 1. The
light was also continuously illuminated whenever the
programmed path required a descent.
Situation Information Algorithms
The situation information algorithms used in the
area navigation system for this study computed the
path denition and deviations with vector algebra
within an Earth-centered coordinate system (ref. 4).
Lateral paths are computed as great circle segments
between successive waypoints. Turns at waypoints
are computed as circular transitions between the in-
bound path and the outbound path at each waypoint.
Lateral deviation is computed with vector algebra as
the distance between the lateral path and the air-
plane along a line perpendicular to the lateral path.
Vertical paths are dened as linear altitude
changes between two reference points. These refer-
ence points may be dened at the actual waypoints,
at the center of the turn arc at a waypoint, or at
the beginning or end of the turn arc at a waypoint.
Vertical deviation is computed in a simple equation
as the dierence between the altitude of the airplane
and the desired altitude along the leg segment be-
tween the two reference points. The desired altitude
along the leg segment is proportional to the distance
traveled along the leg segment divided by the total
leg segment length and the altitudes assigned to the
two waypoints.
During these tests, three turn algorithms were
evaluated to compute path denition and path track-
ing deviations. These algorithms were called \seg-
mented"; \circular, xed radius"; and \circular,
computed radius" algorithms. Each algorithm used
identical computations for determining lateral and
vertical deviations for the straight line segments be-
tween two waypoints. However, during turns, each
algorithm diered signicantly in computation and
situation information presentation.
Figures 4 through 6 illustrate the dierences be-
tween the three algorithms during a turn. The turn
used as an example in each of these gures was
a 90 turn to the right. Prior to the start of the turn,
the inbound path segment to the waypoint (named
WPT04 in gs. 4 through 6) was at a constant al-
titude of 2300 ft. The outbound segment from the
waypoint had a constant ight path angle descent to
cross the next waypoint at an altitude of 1000 ft. The
format in gures 4 through 6 shows a vertical and an
oblique prole view. In the oblique view, the observer
is located inside the turn close to its center. The be-
ginning of the turn is on the left-hand side of the
gure, and the end of the turn is on the right-hand
side. The vertical prole view shows where the ver-
tical path transitions occurred and has been drawn
so that the turn entry and exit points and the way-
point locations coincide vertically with those in the
oblique view. In each of these gures, the airplane is
displaced the same distance laterally inside, and ver-
tically below, the desired path. A drawing of the ADI
and HSI with the lateral- and vertical-path-deviation
indicators shows the indications displayed to the pilot
for each of the three algorithms.
Segmented Algorithm
The segmented algorithm was designed to provide
lateral path deviations and course guidance that
would emulate the display indications seen by the
pilot during a routine capture of the nal straight
segment of the ILS localizer. The vertical path
deviations and course guidance were designed to be
continuous and had an interim, constant ight path
angle segment to reduce the amount of each vertical
path change.
The path geometry denition and ight instru-
ment indications for the segmented algorithm are il-
lustrated in gure 4. The vertical prole view shows
that the transition from level ight on the inbound
path segment to the descent on the outbound seg-
ment of the programmed path was a two-step pro-
cess begun at the start of the turn and completed at
the end of the turn. The ight path angles of the
inbound and outbound leg segments were computed
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as the inverse tangent of the dierence in assigned al-
titude of consecutive waypoints divided by the direct
horizontal distance between the waypoints. In this
example, the inbound leg segment was at level ight,
or ight path angle of 0, and the outbound leg at a
descent angle of  2:71.
During the turn segment connecting the inbound
and outbound legs, a constant ight path angle equal
to the inverse tangent of the dierence of the pro-
grammed altitudes at the beginning and the end of
the turn divided by the turn arc length is computed.
In this example, the ight path angle during the turn
is  1:73.
The ight path angle changes at the beginning
and the end of the turn were anticipated by the
ight director commands so that the crossing would
be smooth. This was accomplished by changing the
desired ight path angle to be own in the ight
director from the angle of the leg segment being own
to the angle of the next leg at a rate of 0:5/sec. This
change would be started such that the desired ight
path angle of the next leg segment would occur just
as the airplane started the next segment.
Lateral steering commands provided by the ight
director during the turns were based on tracking
circular paths with turn radii dened in the ap-
proach procedure. At the beginning of each turn,
the advance-track-angle arrow and the course devia-
tion indicator on the HSI were rotated rapidly (in less
than 1 sec) to the track angle of the outbound path
segment, and the lateral path deviation displayed to
the pilot was computed relative to the outbound seg-
ment. It should be noted that full-scale deections
could be observed at the beginning of each turn, de-
pending on the geometry of the turn and the scaling
of the lateral-path-deviation indicator.
Circular, Fixed Radius Algorithm
The circular, xed radius algorithm was designed
to provide continuous lateral path tracking while on
circular path segments with turn radii dened in the
approach procedure. Vertical path deviations and
course guidance were designed to be continuous, with
a single ight path angle change in the middle of the
turn arc to reduce charting complexities and pilot
task load.
The path geometry denition and ight instru-
ment indications for the circular, xed radius algo-
rithm are illustrated in gure 5. The vertical pro-
le view shows that the vertical transition from the
inbound path segment to the outbound segment oc-
curred when the airplane passed the midpoint of the
turn arc. Flight path angle changes at the midpoint
of the turn arc were anticipated by the vertical ight
director command in the same manner as described
in the segmented algorithm section to achieve smooth
commands.
It should also be noted that the vertical ight
path angle of the outbound segment was  3:1 for
this algorithm and  2:71 for the segmented algo-
rithm. This dierence is due to the way the longi-
tudinal distance between waypoints was dened for
each algorithm. The segmented algorithm used the
straight line horizontal distance between waypoints
to compute the ight path angle. The circular, xed
radius algorithm used the along track distance be-
tween the midpoint of the turn arc of the waypoint
to the midpoint of the turn arc of the next waypoint,
which is slightly shorter. This shorter path resulted
in a slightly steeper descent path.
Lateral steering commands provided by the ight
director during the turns were based on tracking the
circular-arc path dened by the approach procedure,
the same as with the segmented algorithm. However,
the course deviation indicator, the lateral deviation,
and the advance-track-angle arrow on the HSI were
driven dierently. The course deviation indicator
was driven around the turn so that its direction was
always tangent to the point to which the airplane
had progressed on the path. The lateral deviation
displayed to the pilot was computed relative to the
tangent point on the circular-arc path.
The advance-track-angle arrow on the HSI was
slewed rapidly, as with the segmented guidance, to
the track angle of the outbound leg segment. The
advance-track-angle arrow was slewed just prior to
entering the turn and served as a point of reference
for the turn to be completed.
Circular, Computed Radius Algorithm
The circular, computed radius algorithm was de-
signed to provide continuous circular path situation
information and guidance and to command an ini-
tial bank angle of 15 at the beginning of each turn.
Using the same initial bank angle at the beginning
of each turn would provide operational consistency
for the pilot during the approach. The vertical path
deviations and course guidance were the same as
discussed in the segmented algorithm description.
The path geometry denition and ight instru-
ment indications for the circular, computed radius
algorithm are illustrated in gure 6. The turn ra-
dius used for this algorithm was dierent than for
the two previous algorithms. While the previous al-
gorithms used a xed radius dened in the approach
procedure, this algorithm used a radius computed
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just prior to the beginning of each turn. The radius
was computed for each turn based on a 15 initial
bank angle and the ground speed of the airplane.
Once the turn was started, the radius was kept con-
stant and the pilot had to vary the airplane bank
angle to compensate for changing ground speed and
wind conditions to y on the circular path.
The vertical situation information and guidance
were the same as described in the segmented algo-
rithm section. However, it should be noted that while
the ight path angle of the turn segment cannot ex-
ceed the descent or ascent values of inbound or out-
bound leg segments, it will vary depending upon the
magnitude of the turn radius.
Transition From Linear Path Deviations to
MLS Angular Deviations
Each algorithm computed path deviations and
ight director steering commands based on a posi-
tion estimate derived with MLS azimuth angle sig-
nals, MLS DME signals, and altitude from the baro-
metric altimeter. While in this position estimate
mode, path deviations were computed and displayed
as linear distances with constant, full-scale sensitiv-
ities on the lateral- and vertical-path-deviation indi-
cators of 1500 ft and 250 ft, respectively. How-
ever, once the airplane had completed the nal turn
to the straight-in path segment to the runway, com-
putations for path deviations and steering commands
were based on \raw" MLS azimuth and elevation
angular signals. This resulted in the deviation in-
dicators being displayed with constant angular sen-
sitivities similar to those used with a conventional
ILS receiver. The full-scale deviation indicator sensi-
tivity, when the MLS angular signals were displayed
directly, was 3 laterally and 0:7 vertically.
To preclude the possibility of large jumps in the
lateral and vertical deviation indications and the
ight director commands during the transition from
linear to angular situation information, it was nec-
essary to match the maximum full-scale deviation
of the linear-path-deviation indications to that ob-
tained with the angular indications. This was accom-
plished by reducing the full-scale lateral indication
from 1500 ft to an amount equivalent to a 3 an-
gle when the airplane was a distance along the pro-
grammed ight path of 28 622 ft from the azimuth
antenna (tan 3 multiplied by the along track dis-
tance between the airplane and the MLS azimuth
antenna). Full-scale vertical deviations were reduced
in a similar manner, from 250 ft to 0:7, when the
airplane was a distance along the programmed path
of 20462 ft from the elevation antenna.
Approach Flight Paths and Instrument
Procedures
Four approach paths were used during these eval-
uation tests. One approach was designed to emulate
a typical ILS approach and was used as a baseline
for comparison of tracking accuracy and the pilot's
perceived workload assessment obtained on the more
complex curved paths. The other three paths were
curved paths designed to determine situation infor-
mation requirements due to the eects of multiple
turns and/or descent segments, large and small turn
radii, and short straight-in nal approach segments.
The instrument approach procedures used by the
pilots to y the approach paths are shown in gures 7
through 13. These procedures were charted in a
format similar to the standard instrument approach
procedures published by the U.S. Government. Each
procedure was charted to runway 22 at the Wallops
Flight Facility at Wallops Island, Virginia.
The plan view of the three MLS curved paths
was charted in two slightly dierent formats. In one
format (gs. 8, 10, and 12), the turn radii were not
specied. In the other format (gs. 9, 11, and 13), a
specic radius and curved path were dened for each
turn. Both charting procedures were required, since
one of the situation information algorithms computed
the turn radius based on the ground speed of the
airplane and the other two used the radii specied in
the procedure.
SLINE Approach Procedure
The SLINE (straight line) approach procedure is
shown in gure 7. Although the situation informa-
tion used for this approach was computed with the
segmented algorithm used for the curved path ap-
proaches, guidance for the pilot replicated a typical
ILS approach. The resulting tracking data and pi-
lot comments were used as conventional ILS baseline
data to compare with the curved path data.
OFFSET Approach Procedure
The OFFSET approach procedure is shown in g-
ures 8 and 9. This approach began with a level ight
segment that was oset and parallel to the runway
centerline. A right 90 turn followed immediately
by a left 90 turn, without a straight segment be-
tween turns, was programmed to bring the airplane
to the nal approach segment. Back-to-back succes-
sive turns were programmed to determine if there
were any adverse eects from not having an interme-
diate straight segment to allow for airplane stabiliza-
tion. A descent was begun at the rst turn. At the
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end of the nal turn there was a 3-mile-long straight-
in nal approach segment. This was the longest nal
approach segment for the curved paths in this test.
HOOK Approach Procedure
The HOOK approach procedure is shown in g-
ures 10 and 11. This approach was designed to de-
termine the eects of vertical path transitions during
a turn (level ight to a descent and a descent to level
ight). Turn radii varied from 20 000 ft at the rst
turn to 7500 ft at the nal turn. This approach also
had two, opposite direction, 90 turns, but with a
short straight segment between them. At the end of
the nal turn there was a 2-mile-long straight-in nal
approach segment.
RIVER Approach Procedure
The RIVER approach procedure to runway 22 at
Wallops Flight Facility is shown in gures 12 and 13.
The approach path geometry of this procedure has
the same path as the River Visual Runway 18 in-
strument approach procedure into the Washington
National Airport (ref. 5). This ight path was cho-
sen because of the large number of turns that occur in
a short distance. The straight-in nal approach seg-
ment after the last turn on this path was 1/2mile long
and was the shortest nal approach segment tested.
Simulation Tests
The simulator tests were designed to provide
data for use in formulating situation information and
command guidance requirements when using electro-
mechanical ight instrumentation for ight along
complex curved paths. This was accomplished
through the evaluation of three turn algorithms.
Tracking performance data, control activity, pilot eye
scan patterns, and pilot comments were used for the
evaluation. No attempt was made during these tests
to investigate the system interface requirements nec-
essary for the pilot to program or select the approach
path.
Test Conditions
Table I shows the test matrix and number of test
runs completed by each of the pilots. Each of the
three turn algorithms (segmented; circular, xed ra-
dius; and circular, computed radius) were evaluated
with ight director command guidance for each of
the curved paths (HOOK, OFFSET, and RIVER
approaches). In addition, the segmented algorithm
was evaluated without ight director command guid-
ance for each of the curved paths. The straight-in
path (SLINE approach) was own with only the seg-
mented algorithm, both with and without the use of
ight director command guidance. The test runs us-
ing the SLINE approach were used as baseline data,
since this approach replicated a standard ILS ap-
proach procedure. The SLINE approach procedure
was own with the use of ight director guidance
twice at the beginning and twice at the end of each
of the three test days.
Table I. Test Matrix and Number of Approaches
Completed by Each Test Subject
Flight Flight
director director
on o
Circular, Circular,
computed xed
radius radius Segmented Segmented
algorithm algorithm algorithm algorithm
Approach No No No No
procedure Wind wind Wind wind Wind wind Wind wind
HOOK 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
OFFSET 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
RIVER 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
SLINE 6 6 1 1
Two wind models were used during these tests.
Each test subject ew each test condition once with
wind model 1 and once with model 2. The wind mod-
els were designed to vary linearly in both direction
and magnitude as a function of altitude. The speed
of the wind in both models was 15 knots at the sur-
face and increased at a rate of 5 knots/1000 ft of
increase in altitude. The direction of the wind at the
surface in model 1 was 272 (60 crosswind from the
right) and in model 2 was 152 (60 crosswind from
the left). The wind direction in model 1 rotated 10
clockwise in direction for each 1000-ft increase in al-
titude. Wind model 2 rotated counterclockwise 10
for each 1000-ft increase in altitude.
Turbulence was modeled according to the Dryden
spectra described in reference 6. The turbulence
was generated with a mean of zero and a standard
deviation of 4 ft/sec. The test subjects described this
turbulence as light to moderate.
Test Subjects
Six subject pilots were used during these tests.
Four of the pilots were employed as management or
training pilots by an international air carrier. Each
of these pilots actively ew commercial operations for
their companies. The other subject pilots were rated
in transport airplanes and employed by NASA.
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Test Procedures
The test period for each pilot lasted 3 consecutive
days. The rst 1/2 day of this period was spent
on familiarization. The pilot was briefed on the
purpose of the test, how the situation and guidance
information was computed and displayed on the ight
instruments, the approach procedures and charts,
and the aircraft speed and ap limitations.
During the familiarization period, each test sub -
ject ew a minimum of nine approaches using each of
the three situation information algorithms (all with
ight director commands) on each of the three curved
paths. Turbulence and winds were not introduced at
this time so that the subject pilot could devote more
of his attention to the guidance and situation infor-
mation. The practice runs were stopped and then
continued if the pilot had any questions about the
simulation.
Test runs for recorded data began in the afternoon
of the rst day. Each approach was begun with the
airplane established on course at the rst waypoint.
The pilot was told that he should complete the
approach and land if he could, but he was to execute
a missed approach if he did not feel that the airplane
was stabilized or in a position from which a landing
could be made.
The test conductor functioned as copilot dur-
ing the test runs, performing normal copilot duties
such as calling checklists, selecting aps and gear
upon the pilot's command, and giving the pilot ver-
bal \call outs" when the airplane was 1000 ft AGL,
500 ft AGL, 300 ft AGL, and when the 200-ft AGL
decision height was reached. He also called attention
to abnormal ight conditions such as excessive ver-
tical speeds, high and low airspeeds, and excessive
path tracking errors. After each approach, the test
conductor would record comments made by the pilot.
Recorded Data
The following data were recorded during each
approach: (1) digital data that described the state
of the airplane, path tracking parameters, and ight
control surface activity at a 5.3-Hz sample rate (once
every sixth computational frame); (2) oculometer eye
scan of the instrument panel at a 32-Hz sample rate|
a complete description of the oculometer system
and specic parameters recorded may be found in
reference 7; (3) video recording of the instrument
panel with an eye scan dot superimposed, indicating
where the pilot was looking; and (4) pilot comments.
No data were recorded during the familiarization
period.
Method of Analysis
The recorded data were grouped into 10 sets,
listed in table II, for comparison purposes from ap-
proximately 360 test runs. Various comparisons of
these data sets were made to determine performance
and workload dierences between (1) ights with and
without the use of ight director guidance, (2) ights
on curved paths and straight-in (typical ILS ap-
proach) paths, and (3) ights on curved paths us-
ing the three situation information algorithms tested.
The parameters used for comparisons included track-
ing performance, ight control activity, pilot eye
scan, and pilot comments.
Table II. Data Sets Extracted From the Total
Performance Data Base
Data Situation
set information Flight
number Paths algorithms director
1 All curved All On
2 All curved Segmented O
3 Straight in Segmented On
4 Straight in Segmented O
5 All curved Segmented On
6 All curved Fixed radius On
7 All curved Computed radius On
8 RIVER All On
9 HOOK All On
10 OFFSET All On
Path tracking performance was evaluated using
(1) lateral and vertical path tracking errors both
for the entire path and at the 200-ft AGL decision
height point (0.46 n.mi. from the runway threshold),
(2) track angle errors for the entire path, (3) the
vertical speed of the airplane at the decision height
point, and (4) the distance from the approach end
of the runway to where the airplane touched down.
The tracking performance data for the entire path
for each data set included the average and the stan-
dard deviation of the rms values of the tracking er-
rors. These performance data were computed by rst
calculating the rms value of the lateral and vertical
tracking errors for the entire path length for each test
run. Then, with the rms values of the tracking errors
for each test run, the average and standard deviation
of each of these rms tracking errors were calculated
for each data set. This same procedure was used to
compute the track angle errors for each data set.
The rms value of the lateral and vertical path
tracking errors and the vertical speed of the airplane
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when the decision height point was crossed were com-
puted from the lateral and vertical tracking errors
attained when that point was crossed on each test
run. The signicance of the decision height on a pre-
cision approach is that it is the point at which the
pilot must decide to land the airplane or to start
proceeding with a missed approach procedure. The
magnitudes of the lateral and vertical path tracking
errors at the decision height point are very signi-
cant factors in the success of the landing, since only
very limited maneuvering of the airplane can occur
until the desired touchdown point on the runway is
crossed. This is particularly true for airplanes with
high approach speeds.
An indication of physical workload was identied
through column and wheel input and reversal rates.
Both wheel and column input and reversal rates
(both having units of control inputs per second)
were dened as the wheel or column being moved
more than 1/2 during each data recording iteration
(5.3-Hz sample rate). The wheel and column input
reversal rates indicated the number of changes in the
direction of the control inputs (i.e., push to pull on
the column and left to right aileron input on the
wheel). The average wheel and column input and
reversal rates were computed for each test run. Then
the mean and standard deviation of these rates were
computed for each data set.
The pilot's eye scan was used to give additional
understanding of his workload. The parameters used
to analyze the pilot's eye scan were the average dwell
time on each ight instrument, the percentage of
average dwell time, and the percentage of transitions
between particular ight instruments (ref. 7).
Average dwell time is dened as the total amount
of time spent looking at an instrument divided by
the total number of dwells on that instrument. Per-
centage of average dwell time is dened as the total
dwell time the oculometer had the pilot's eye in track.
The sum of the dwell percentages of all the instru-
ments may total to less than 100 percent, since the
pilot may look out the window or at his map. The
percentage of transitions between two particular in-
struments is dened as the number of times a pilot's
dwell changed between those two instruments divided
by the total number of instrument transitions.
The mean and standard deviation were computed
for the eye scan data parameters for each of the
entire data sets used in the comparisons. The data
for the eye scan parameters were combined for all
six of the pilots. In this report, the eye scan data
were interpreted taking into context the diculty of
the task, the available situation information, tracking
performance, and pilot comments.
Pilot comments were recorded that could help
dene guidance and situation information require-
ments, approach path geometrical constraints, and
pilot acceptance of curved approach paths for nor-
mal airline operations. The pilots also made com-
ments about the approach chart formats used during
this test. These comments were summarized in a
separate section of this report.
Results and Discussion
Flight Director Guidance Comparison
In this section of the paper, dierences are dis-
cussed between the computed performance statistics
for various data groups with the ight director turned
on and with the ight director turned o. The pur-
pose of this comparison was to determine whether
ight director guidance should be a requirement for
commercial jet transports that are manually own
on curved paths during an approach to landing. Five
data sets selected from table II were used to make
this comparison.
The rst data set (table II, set 2) in this compar-
ison contained test runs own on the curved paths
with the ight director turned o. During these
test runs, only the segmented algorithm was used to
provide inputs for the HSI.
The second data set (table II, set 5) contained test
runs own on curved paths with the ight director
turned on. This data set was limited to test runs
using only the segmented algorithm for inputs to
the HSI so that dierences due to the situation
information algorithms would be eliminated.
The third data set (table II, set 1) of this com-
parison contained only test runs own with the ight
director on, but included test runs (including those
used in the second data set) using all three situation
information algorithms to provide inputs to the HSI.
The last two of the ve data sets contained test
runs own on the SLINE approach (straight-in path,
5 to 6 miles in length). These data sets illustrated the
performance expected during a typical ILS approach.
One data set (table II, set 3) was own with the ight
director on and the other set (table II, set 4) with the
ight director o.
Path tracking data|ight director on ver-
sus o. Table III shows the path tracking error
information from the ve data sets used to assess the
need for ight director guidance for curved approach
paths. Figure 14 shows a bar plot of the average of
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Table III. Eect of Flight Director Usage on Path Tracking Errors
[Flight director on and o]
Curved paths Straight-in path
Segmented algorithm All algorithms Segmented algorithm
Flight Flight Flight Flight Flight
director o director on director on director o director on
(45 test runs) (60 test runs) (176 test runs) (12 test runs) (50 test runs)
Lateral tracking error, Average of rms values 833.1 63.9 68.2 187.2 12.0
total path, ft Std. dev. of rms values 756.4 80.9 95.7 41.7 6.5
Track angle error, Average of rms values 7.3 1.4 1.5 2.9 0.5
total path, deg Std. dev. of rms values 3.7 1.0 1.2 0.5 0.3
Vertical error, total Average of rms values 87.5 33.9 33.5 56.8 35.6
path, ft Std. dev. of rms values 36.0 14.4 12.7 16.0 32.1
Lateral tracking error,
200 ft decision rms 273.7 16.6 25.2 109.7 9.7
height, ft
Vertical tracking error,
200 ft decision rms 48.2 21.0 17.0 19.3 12.2
height, ft
Vertical speed, 200 ft Average  858  764  737  996  785
decision height, ft/min Std. dev. 347.1 188.6 178.2 139.9 167.5
Touchdown distance Average 1941 1531 1481 1018 1554
on runway, ft Std. dev. 612.1 530.2 515.4 224.9 417.1
the rms values from table III of the lateral and ver-
tical path tracking errors for the entire path length
and when the decision height point was crossed.
A comparison of the average of the rms values
of path tracking errors for the entire curved path
length indicates a substantial improvement in track-
ing with the use of the ight director. On the curved
paths, the use of the ight director reduced the rms
value of the lateral path tracking errors from 833.1 ft
to 63.9 ft (segmented algorithm only) and to 68.2 ft
(all algorithms). Respective reductions of the stan-
dard deviations of these data (shown in table III)
were from 756.4 ft to 80.9 ft (segmented algorithm
only) and to 95.7 ft (all algorithms), which indicated
an improvement of path tracking consistency with
the use of the ight director.
Flight director guidance reduced the average of
the rms values of the track angle error (table III)
from 7:3 to 1:4 (segmented algorithm) and to 1:5
(all algorithms) on the curved path sets. This reduc-
tion indicates that a more consistent, or stabili zed,
approach was own with the use of the ight director.
Similar indications of improvements to the ver-
tical tracking performance and consistency with the
use of the ight director are also shown in gure 14
and table III. The use of ight director guidance re-
duced the average of the rms values of the vertical
path errors from 87.5 ft to 33.9 ft (segmented al-
gorithm) and to 33.5 ft (all algorithms). The stan-
dard deviations (table III) were changed from 36.0 ft
to 14.4 ft and to 12.7 ft, respectively. On a relative
basis, these reductions are greater than an order of
magnitude in both cases.
For the straight-in (SLINE approach) path, the
magnitudes of the average of the rms values of the lat-
eral path tracking errors were less than on the curved
paths. This was expected because less maneuvering
is required along the path. The use of ight director
guidance on the straight-in path reduced the average
of the rms values of the lateral path tracking errors
from 187.2 ft to 12.0 ft. The standard deviations of
the rms values of the lateral path tracking errors were
reduced from 41.7 ft to 6.5 ft using the ight director.
Table III also shows that the average of the rms val-
ues of the track angle errors was reduced from 2:9
to 0:5. As on the curved paths, it was concluded
that use of the ight director improved the lateral
path tracking performance.
The use of ight director guidance reduced the
average of the rms values of the straight-in path
vertical tracking deviations from 56.8 ft to 35.6 ft.
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Table IV. Eect of Flight Director Usage on Control Activity
[Flight director on and o]
Curved paths Straight-in path
Segmented algorithm All algorithms Segmented algorithm
Flight Flight Flight Flight Flight
director o director on director on director o director on
(45 test runs) (60 test runs) (176 test runs) (12 test runs) (50 test runs)
Column input rate, Average 24.8 19.6 19.1 21.7 14.3
inputs/min Std. dev. 13.8 13.0 11.7 7.7 9.6
Column input reversal Average 11.8 9.5 9.3 9.7 7.2
rate, inputs/min Std. dev. 6.6 6.2 5.9 3.4 4.6
Wheel input rate, Average 174.0 170.1 171.0 202.0 148.3
inputs/min Std. dev. 27.1 34.6 33.6 29.8 48.6
Wheel input reversal Average 56.0 52.7 51.7 61.3 47.5
rate, inputs/min Std. dev. 12.7 12.4 12.5 9.8 14.7
However, the standard deviations for these averages
were 16.0 ft and 32.1 ft, respectively. It was antici-
pated that the standard deviation would have been
lower with the use of the ight director.
A review of the test run data showed that 3 of
the 50 test runs using the ight director had an
rms vertical path tracking error, for the total path,
exceeding 100 ft. The test subjects who ew these
runs commented that they did not usually y a
\tight" approach until closer to the decision height if
they felt they could null the tracking errors easily,
such as with the use of the ight director. All
three of these runs were completed with a successful
landing. If these three test runs are not considered
in the ight-director-on computations, the average
of the rms vertical tracking errors would be reduced
from 35.6 ft to 28.9 ft and the standard deviation
reduced from 32.1 ft to 16.1 ft.
The lateral and vertical path tracking errors at
the decision height, shown in table III and gure 14,
are similarly reduced with the use of the ight direc-
tor. On the curved paths, the use of the ight direc-
tor guidance reduced the decision height lateral path
tracking error from 273.7 ft to 16.6 ft (segmented
algorithm) and to 25.2 ft (all algorithms). The deci-
sion height vertical path tracking error was decreased
from 48.2 ft to 21.0 ft (segmented algorithm) and
to 17.0 ft (all algorithms).
The averages and standard deviations of the ver-
tical speed of the airplane at the 200-ft AGL decision
height point and of the touchdown point on the run-
way, shown in table III, were consistent when the
ight director was used on the curved paths. These
data indicated a consistency in the stability in which
the approaches were own. These same data were
greater when the ight director was not used on
the curved paths. This indicated, as expected, that
somewhat fewer stabilized approaches were own on
the curved paths.
However, when no ight director was used on the
straight-in path, the data indicated a greater degree
of stabilization. This was not expected and a reason
for this result is not apparent.
For the 45 test runs in the curved path, ight-
director-o data set, 37 were completed to landing
and 8 had missed approaches executed by the pilot.
For the other two curved path data sets where the
ight director was used (60 and 176 test runs), no
missed approaches were caused by tracking errors.
All the test runs on the straight-in path, both with
and without the use of the ight director, were
completed with a landing.
Control activity|ight director on versus
o. Table IV shows the control column and wheel
activity information from the ve data sets. Fig-
ure 15 shows a bar plot of the average and standard
deviation of the wheel and column inputs and rever-
sals for each of the data sets listed in table IV. The
average wheel and column input rates were approxi-
mately proportional to the average wheel and column
reversal rates for all the data sets. Wheel reversals
were between 30 to 32 percent of the wheel inputs.
Column reversals were between 45 to 50 percent of
the column inputs.
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Table V. Eect of Flight Director Usage on Pilot Eye Scan Dwell Time
[Flight director on and o]
Curved paths Straight-in path
Segmented algorithm All algorithms Segmented algorithm
Flight Flight Flight Flight Flight
director o director on director on director o director on
(45 test runs) (60 test runs) (176 test runs) (12 test runs) (50 test runs)
ADI 41.0 59.2 59.3 54.1 59.6
HSI 17.4 4.3 4.0 21.9 3.0
Airspeed indicator 4.2 4.9 5.0 5.2 5.2
Percent dwell time Altimeter 3.5 2.2 2.4 3.9 3.4
Engine instruments 0.9 1.7 1.8 0.5 2.0
VSI 2.8 1.5 1.4 2.1 2.5
Others 11.3 6.3 8.2 4.1 5.5
Percent total instrument dwell time 81.2 80.1 82.1 91.8 81.2
ADI 0.91 1.52 1.54 1.41 1.5
HSI 0.77 0.39 0.39 1.11 0.38
Average dwell Airspeed indicator 0.53 0.46 0.46 0.67 0.48
time, sec Altimeter 0.43 0.38 0.39 0.51 0.41
Engine instruments 0.71 0.75 0.83 0.82 0.83
VSI 0.35 0.29 0.29 0.47 0.36
The data also show that on the straight-in path,
the use of ight director commands reduced the
average wheel input rate 27 percent|from 202.0
to 148.3 inputs/min. However, this was not the case
for the curved paths.
For the curved path tests, the rate was only drop-
ped approximately 2 percent|from 174.0 to 170.1
(segmented algorithm, 2.2 percent) and to 171.0 (all
algorithms, 1.7 percent). This small reduction was
attributed to the fact that the segmented algorithm
displayed only a full-scale lateral path deviation to
the pilot. As such, having no ight director steering
commands, the test subjects simply held the airplane
in a constant bank angle while turning to an intercept
heading for the next straight leg. This resulted in a
reduction of wheel inputs during turns. Although
the wheel input rate was reduced during the turns, it
increased during the capture of the straight segment
after the turn. This resulted in a small net change in
wheel inputs, with or without ight director steering
commands.
The column input rate was somewhat higher on
both the curved path data sets and the straight-
in path sets when the ight director was not used.
This was expected, since the pilot had to nd the
correct airplane pitch attitude by trial and error as
the trim and pitch attitude requirements for stabi-
lized ight changed because of lateral maneuvering,
airspeed and thrust changes, and airplane congu-
ration changes. When the ight director steering
commands were used, the column activity was re-
duced 21{23 percent on the curved paths and 34 per-
cent on the straight-in path. This was expected, since
the ight director would command the correct pitch
attitude to the pilot, resulting in fewer trial and error
inputs.
It should be noted that all the pilots stated
that their perceived workload was signicantly higher
without the use of the ight director. Based on these
data and the pilot comments, it was concluded that
ight director guidance would reduce the physical
workload for the pilot.
Eye scan|ight director on versus o. Ta-
ble V shows the percent of dwell time and the av-
erage dwell time that the pilot looked at the major
ight instruments in the cockpit while ying on both
the curved paths and the straight-in path, with and
without the use of the ight director.
Flight director steering commands are a com-
pelling form of guidance and, as such, demand a
large amount of the pilot's attention. As expected,
when the ight director was o, the pilot's eye scan
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pattern and the manner in which the pilot used the
ight instruments changed substantially for both the
curved paths and the straight-in path. While y-
ing the curved paths with the ight director on, the
subject pilots viewed the center of the ADI (where
ight director steering bars and the airplane attitude
reference symbol are collocated) 59.2 (segmented al-
gorithm) and 59.3 (all algorithms) percent of the
time. When the ight director was o, it was viewed
41 percent of the time.
The reduction of time spent looking at the ADI
with the ight director allowed the pilot to look at
other ight instruments. A substantial increase in
percent of dwell time on the HSI was noted: 4.3 per-
cent (segmented algorithm) and 4.0 percent (all algo-
rithms) with the ight director on and 17.4 percent
with the ight director o. Smaller increases, but
statistically signicant (Probability < 0:01), also oc-
curred on the altimeter and the vertical speed
indicator.
There was, however, a small decrease in percent of
dwell time on the airspeed indicator and the engine
instruments when the ight director was o. It is
not clear why the pilot paid less attention to the
airspeed indicator and the engine instruments when
workload increased, since they are primary sources
of information for airspeed control. One possible
explanation is that with the use of ight director
pitch and roll steering commands, more time was
available for the pilot to scan the airspeed and engine
instruments. Airspeed control was observed to be
uniform for the paths with or without the ight
director guidance.
The data for percent of dwell time on the various
displays, indicators, and instruments while on the
straight-in path were similar to those attained on
the curved paths except that the percent of dwell
time on the ADI was only reduced from 59.6 to 54.1.
However, the percent of total instrument dwell time
was proportionately greater. This indicates that
the pilot spent a greater amount of time looking at
the ight instruments and less time looking out the
windows or at the map with the ight director o.
For curved path data sets, the average dwell
time spent on the center of the ADI decreased
from 1.52 sec (segmented algorithm) and 1.54 sec
(all algorithms) to 0.91 sec when the ight director
steering bars were turned o. However, the dwell
time on the HSI increased from 0.39 sec (segmented
algorithm) and 0.39 sec (all algorithms) to 0.77 sec.
These changes indicate the importance of the lat-
eral steering commands given by the ight director
and the increased importance of the HSI when the
lateral steering command bar was removed. The av-
erage dwell times for all other instruments except the
engine instruments increased slightly.
The percent of eye scan transitions between the
instruments changed signicantly with the use of
ight director steering commands. With the ight
director on, the scan was a hub-and-spoke pattern
with the hub centered on the ADI. Eighty-ve per-
cent of the total number of instrument transitions
were made to or from the ADI. Sixteen percent of
the total number of transitions were made between
the HSI and the ADI, and another two percent were
made between the HSI and all other instruments.
When the ight director was shut o, the eye scan
became more of a two-hub pattern with the second
hub centered on the HSI. Seventy-ve percent of the
total number of transitions were made to or from the
ADI. Twenty-three percent of the total transitions
were made between the HSI and the ADI, and an-
other 10 percent were made between the HSI and all
the other instruments. There also were additional in-
strument transitions between the altimeter and the
vertical speed indicator and between the HSI and the
vertical speed indicator when ight director guidance
was used.
Discussions with the pilots and a review of the
instrument scan data have shown that when ight
director guidance was used, the pilot could satisfy
steering commands with the proper pitch and roll in-
puts and check that airplane performance was within
acceptable bounds through quick glances at the ight
instrumentation. Without the use of ight direc-
tor guidance, the pilot was forced to gather specic
performance information (airplane heading, altitude,
vertical speed, lateral and vertical path tracking er-
rors, etc.) from a variety of ight instruments so that
the necessary roll and pitch inputs could be made.
With the ight director o, the pilot's scan pattern
indicated a higher visual workload.
Summary|ight director on versus o.
Statistical data for path tracking errors, control ac-
tivity, and pilot eye scan patterns were compared
with the ight director on and o. The comparison
showed that path tracking errors were smaller with
the ight director on for curved approach paths. The
pilot's eye scan percent dwell time on instrumenta-
tion indicated that the scan patterns changed. The
scan pattern with the ight director o indicated a
higher visual workload than with the ight director
on. Based on these results, the use of ight director
steering commands is recommended to manually y
complex curved approach paths for a commercial jet
airplane with electromechanical instrumentation.
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Table VI. Path Tracking Errors and Touchdown Distance for the Three Situation
Information Guidance Algorithms
[Flight director on]
Segmented Circular, Circular,
algorithm xed radius computed radius
algorithm algorithm
(60 test runs) (58 test runs) (59 test runs)
Lateral tracking error, Average of rms values 63.9 86.5 58.0
total path, ft Std. dev. of rms values 80.9 131.9 61.3
Track angle error, Average of rms values 1.4 1.7 1.3
total path, deg Std. dev. of rms values 1.0 1.6 1.0
Vertical tracking error, Average of rms values 33.9 34.2 33.0
total path, ft Std. dev. of rms values 14.4 9.8 14.1
Lateral tracking error,
200-ft decision rms 16.6 18.3 36.0
height, ft
Vertical tracking error,
200-ft decision rms 21.0 16.3 17.2
height, ft
Vertical speed, 200-ft Average  737  788  767
decision height, ft/min Std. dev. 178.2 197.0 185.4
Touchdown distance Average 1481 1662 1454
on runway, ft Std. dev. 515.4 529.8 520.5
Situation Information Algorithm
Comparison
The purpose of this comparison was to determine
dierences in tracking performance and pilot work-
load due to the algorithm design and situation infor-
mation presentations. Only test runs own on curved
paths with the ight director on were used in the
comparison. Three data sets were used. One data
set (table II, set 5) contained only test runs with the
segmented algorithm, the second set (table II, set 6)
with only the circular, xed radius algorithm, and
the third set (table II, set 7) with only the circular,
computed radius algorithm.
Of specic interest in the comparisons of these
three data sets were the dierences due to the seg-
mented versus continuous path situation information
displayed on the HSI, the computed versus specied
radius for each turn, and the single-step versus the
two-step vertical path transitions. Comparisons were
made between the three data sets, each containing
only one type of situation information algorithm.
Path tracking data|situation information
algorithm comparison. Table VI shows the path
tracking error information from the three data sets
used in the situation algorithm comparison. Fig-
ure 16 shows a bar plot of the average of the rms
values of the lateral and vertical path tracking er-
rors for the entire path length and when the decision
height point was crossed.
The averages of the rms lateral tracking errors for
the three algorithms diered by less than 28.5 ft (less
than the width of a typical runway). The average
and standard deviation of the rms track angle errors
were small, which indicated that lateral tracking was
stable. The average and standard deviation of the
rms vertical tracking errors were almost the same for
all situation information algorithms. This indicates
that either the single-step or the two-step vertical
transition would be yable.
However, pilot comments indicated that the use
of the segmented algorithm, which is based on cap-
turing the next straight path segment, may not be
acceptable. The pilots were concerned that the full-
scale lateral deections that resulted during turns
would not allow the pilot to know whether the air-
craft was tracking on course or had large lateral
errors.
All approaches in each data set were completed
with a landing. The averages and standard devia-
tions of the vertical speed of the airplane at the 200-
ft AGL decision height and of the touchdown point
on the runway were consistent between each of the
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Table VII. Control Activity for the Three Situation Information Guidance Algorithms
[Flight director on]
Segmented Circular, xed Circular, computed
algorithm radius algorithm radius algorithm
(45 test runs) (60 test runs) (176 test runs)
Column input rate, Average 19.6 18.8 19.3
inputs/min Std. dev. 13.0 11.9 10.7
Column input reversal Average 9.5 9.0 9.6
rate, inputs/min Std. dev. 6.2 6.0 5.4
Wheel input rate, Average 170.1 168.5 175.3
inputs/min Std. dev. 35.6 34.4 31.8
Wheel input reversal Average 52.7 51.4 51.4
rate, inputs/min Std. dev. 12.4 12.2 13.1
Table VIII. Pilot Eye Scan Dwell Time for the Three Situation Information Guidance Algorithms
[Flight director on]
Segmented Circular, xed Circular, computed
Instruments algorithm radius algorithm radius algorithm
ADI 59.2 60.5 58.2
HSI 4.3 4.1 3.6
Airspeed indicator 4.9 5.0 5.1
Percent dwell time Altimeter 2.2 2.3 2.6
Engine instruments 1.7 1.8 1.9
VSI 1.5 1.4 1.3
Other instruments 6.3 6.6 8.6
Percent total instrument dwell time 80.1 81.7 81.3
ADI 1.52 1.62 1.48
HSI 0.39 0.39 0.38
Average dwell time, sec Airspeed indicator 0.46 0.46 0.46
Altimeter 0.38 0.36 0.42
Engine instruments 0.75 0.79 0.95
VSI 0.29 0.29 0.29
algorithms. These data indicated a consistency in
the stability in which the approaches were own with
each of the algorithms.
Control activity|situation information al-
gorithm comparison. Table VII shows the control
column and wheel activity information from the three
data sets. Figure 17 shows a bar plot of the averages
and standard deviations of the wheel and column in-
puts and reversals for each of the data sets listed in
table VII. These data show virtually no dierences
in control activity between the three situation infor-
mation algorithm data sets. The magnitudes of the
input rates and the reversal rates were the same as
those found in gure 15 and table IV for the curved
path data set with the ight director on.
Eye scan|situation information algorithm
comparison. Table VIII shows the percent of dwell
time and the average dwell time that the pilot looked
at the major ight instruments in the cockpit for the
situation information guidance data sets.
The eye scan data shown in table VIII reveal
no major dierences in the instrument scan pattern
or manner in which the instruments were used by
the pilot due to the dierence between the situation
information algorithms. The percent of dwell time on
the ADI ranged between 58 percent and 60 percent
for the three algorithms.
Summary|situation information algo-
rithm comparison. Lateral and vertical path
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Table IX. Path Tracking Errors and Touchdown Distance for the Four Approaches
[Flight director on]
HOOK RIVER OFFSET SLINE
approach approach approach approach
(59 test runs) (61 test runs) (57 test runs) (50 test runs)
Lateral tracking error, Average of rms values 34.9 62.0 112.8 12.0
total path, ft Std. dev. of rms values 24.1 56.6 147.4 6.5
Track angle error, Average of rms values 0.8 1.6 2.0 0.5
total path, deg Std. dev. of rms values 0.4 1.0 1.7 0.3
Vertical tracking error, Average of rms values 36.8 29.7 34.8 35.6
total path, ft Std. dev. of rms values 13.3 11.9 12.6 32.1
Lateral tracking error,
200-ft decision rms 10.4 39.7 13.3 9.7
height, ft
Vertical tracking error,
200-ft decision rms 17.9 18.3 18.8 12.2
height, ft
Vertical speed, 200-ft Average  735  754  804  758
decision height, ft/min Std. dev. 177.6 187.9 191.9 167.5
Touchdown distance Average 1461 1688 1436 1554
on runway, ft. Std. dev. 529.6 536.4 482.7 417.1
tracking error data, control wheel and column activ-
ity, and pilot eye scan data indicated no preference
to the type of situation information, with ight di-
rector steering commands, that should be required
to y the curved paths. However, pilot comments
indicated that the segmented algorithm may not be
desirable, since the lateral path error indications are
full-scale during most turns.
Approach Path Comparison
The purpose of this comparison was to determine
which geometrical path characteristics could detri-
mentally aect tracking performance or change pilot
workload. Geometric characteristics of speci c in-
terest included the magnitude of turn radii, time or
distance between consecutive turns, and length of the
nal straight-in segment to the runway.
The approach path comparison was made be-
tween four data sets, each containing only approaches
of one type of the three curved paths (OFFSET [ta-
ble II, set 10], RIVER [table II, set 8], and HOOK
[table II, set 9] approaches) or the straight-in path
(SLINE [table II, set 3] approach). Each of the
curved path data sets was composed of approaches
using all the situation information algorithms and
own with ight director guidance. The straight-in
approach data set used only the segmented algorithm
with the ight director on.
Table IX shows the path tracking error informa-
tion from the four data sets used to evaluate the geo-
metric path characteristics. Figure 18 shows the av-
erage of the rms values of the lateral and vertical
path deviations for the entire path length and when
the decision height point was crossed.
Path tracking data|approach path com-
parison. The lateral errors and the track angle er-
rors for the entire path length were expected to be
functions of the number of turns or path direction
changes required in each path. The data shown indi-
cate that this was the case except for the OFFSET
approach. In the OFFSET approach, the average
and standard deviation for the lateral tracking er-
ror were substantially larger than on the other paths
even though it had fewer turns than the RIVER and
HOOK approaches. The track angle error data on
the OFFSET approach were also the largest.
A review of the individual OFFSET approach test
runs showed that many lateral path errors occurred
on the segment of the approach with the two 90 con-
secutive turns. Fifteen out of 57 of the OFFSET
approaches were found to have an rms lateral path
tracking error greater than 100 ft. Twelve of those
15 approaches used wind model 2, which led to the
following investigation.
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An investigation of the eects of wind model 2
for the OFFSET approach cases was conducted. The
crossing and head wind components of wind model 2
relative to the airplane were computed for the be-
ginning and the end of each of the turns. At the
beginning of the rst 90 turn to the right, there was
a 3-knot head wind component and a 26-knot cross-
wind component from the left acting on the airplane.
As the airplane completed the rst turn and started
the second 90 turn to the left, the head wind and
crosswind components changed signicantly because
of the 90 track angle change and the altitude change
of the airplane. At the end of the rst 90 turn,
the head wind shifted to a 23-knot tail wind compo-
nent (26-knot total change) and the crosswind to a 5-
knot component from the left (21-knot total change).
At the completion of the second turn, the relative
wind had again changed to a 7-knot head wind com-
ponent (30-knot total change) and to a 19-knot left
crosswind component (12-knot total change).
The change from a head wind to a tail wind com-
ponent during the rst turn resulted in a higher
ground speed and that, in turn, required a constantly
increasing bank angle to remain on the path. On
completion of the right turn, the pilot had to imme-
diately follow the ight director commands to roll the
airplane into the left turn, since there was no straight
segment between the turns. If the pilot failed to fol-
low the ight director commands at this point, large
lateral errors would rapidly occur. This was also the
segment of the OFFSET approach where the pilot
was quite busy with ap and landing gear congura-
tion and with completion of the nal landing check-
list. These events tended to cause momentary dis-
tractions from the ight director, which resulted in a
buildup of lateral tracking errors.
The nominal bank angles required to y the air-
plane during the turns on the OFFSET approach
path were within the maximum 25 lateral steering
command limit. However, there were only a few de-
grees of additional steering command margin left to
correct for any lateral path error that might have
developed. Therefore, if a large error developed, it
would require more time to correct.
The two geometric characteristics most apparent
with this segment of the OFFSET approach path are
the consecutive turns and the large track angle (di-
rection) changes required. In the RIVER approach,
the last 5 miles of the path contains four virtually
consecutive turns, and the pilots experienced few
problems remaining on that path. As can be seen
from the data, the lateral path tracking error was
less than 62 ft on the RIVER approach. However,
the largest track angle change was 49, thus reducing
adverse eects of wind changes due to the airplane
turning.
Large track angle changes (up to 90) were also
in the HOOK approach but with a straight segment
between the turns. This resulted in relative wind
shifts similar to those encountered on the OFFSET
approach to also be encountered on the HOOK ap-
proach. However, large lateral tracking errors that
occurred on the OFFSET approach did not occur
on the HOOK approach. It was concluded that the
larger lateral errors for the OFFSET approach were
the result of the consecutive turns with no straight
segment in between, coupled with the large track an-
gle change and the adverse wind conditions during
the turns.
The winds adversely aected the capability of the
ight director to correct lateral path errors by in-
creasing the ground speed (greater bank angle re-
quired to y on the path) and by causing lateral drift
of the airplane relative to the path. Without the
straight segment between the turns, the pilot had no
opportunity to correct the lateral error that had de-
veloped. This problem may be reduced by requiring
larger turn radii and/or by requiring a short straight
segment between turns as in the HOOK approach.
The average of the rms values of the vertical path
deviations for each of the data sets was approxi-
mately the same for each of the approaches. Note
that the standard deviation of the vertical tracking
error was largest on the SLINE approach. One expla-
nation for this is that, since the SLINE approach path
was a straight line and relatively easy to y, the pilots
felt that the approach could be own with a larger
tolerance for path tracking error until approaching
the decision height point where tracking accuracy
was more critical. This larger tolerance would re-
sult in less pilot workload and a smoother ride. The
decreased lateral and vertical path deviations at the
decision height point support this explanation.
The rms value of the lateral tracking error for the
RIVER approach at the decision height point was
40 ft. This is believed to be caused by the deci-
sion height point being located at the end of the last
turn|a 37 track angle change. Although this lateral
path deviation was within the width of the runway,
the subject pilots felt that either a nal path segment
longer than 1/2 mile or a higher decision height would
be required for this approach. The lateral deviations
for the remaining approaches and the vertical devia-
tions on all the approaches at the 200-ft AGL deci-
sion height point were judged to be acceptable. The
2- and 3-mile-long nal straight-in path segments
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Table X. Control Activity for the Four Approaches
[Flight director on]
OFFSET RIVER HOOK SLINE
approach approach approach approach
(59 test runs) (61 test runs) (57 test runs) (50 test runs)
Column input rate, Average 16.9 20.4 20.5 14.3
inputs/min Std. dev. 11.3 11.8 12.1 9.6
Column input reversal Average 8.3 9.9 9.8 7.2
rate, inputs/min Std. dev. 5.8 5.8 5.9 4.6
Wheel input rate, Average 162.0 181.3 170.2 148.3
inputs/min Std. dev. 33.2 29.4 35.6 48.6
Wheel input reversal Average 50.9 52.4 52.1 47.5
rate, inputs/min Std. dev. 11.9 12.4 13.4 14.7
after a 90 track angle change were judged by the
pilots to be more than adequate.
The averages and standard deviations of the verti-
cal speed of the airplane at the decision height point,
shown in table IX, for all the approaches were within
a normal range. This indicated that a fairly stable
approach had been own in the vertical axis.
The average and standard deviation for the touch-
down distance from the approach threshold of the
runway were as expected. In general, the land-
ing distance average and standard deviation of the
paths were much the same with slightly less variation
with the easier SLINE approach and slightly longer
and more variable with the more complex RIVER
approach.
Control activity|approach path compari-
son. The average and standard deviation of the
wheel and column activity during each approach are
shown in table X and gure 19.
The wheel input rate was slightly higher on the
RIVER approach than on the others. This was ex-
pected, since there were more path direction changes
in that procedure. Wheel input rate was lowest on
the SLINE approach, since there were no turns re-
quired. Column input rate was slightly higher on the
RIVER and OFFSET approaches. This may have
been induced by the increased lateral maneuvering
for these approaches.
The control activity to y on the curved paths
was slightly higher than for the SLINE approach, but
judged by the pilots to be acceptable.
Eye scan|approach path comparison.
Table XI shows the percent of dwell time and the
average dwell time that the pilot looked at the major
ight instruments in the cockpit while ying on the
three curved paths and the straight-in path.
The eye scan data for the SLINE approach were
rst compared with the data for each of the curved
paths. Then, the eye scan data for each of the curved
paths were compared with each other.
The eye scan data indicated that the subject
pilots had a 59- to 60-percent dwell time on the
ADI for each of the approach paths. However,
there were changes in the percent of dwell time
on the other instruments between test runs when
the SLINE approach was own and test runs when
the curved paths were own. The percent of dwell
time decreased slightly on the vertical speed in-
dicator (2.4-percent SLINE approach to approxi-
mately 1.4-percent curved paths) and on the altime-
ter (3.4-percent SLINE approach to approximately
2.4-percent curved paths). The percent of dwell time
increased on the HSI (3.0-percent SLINE approach
to approximately 4-percent curved paths) and on
the along track DME meter (0.25-percent SLINE ap-
proach to 0.5-percent curved paths). The increase in
attention to the HSI is attributed to the track angle
changes of the curved path and to the along track
DME instrument being used for path orientation.
The main dierence in the eye scan patterns be-
tween the curved paths was exhibited on the RIVER
approach. During this approach, the percent of dwell
time was greatest on the HSI (4.7 percent) and low-
est on the airspeed indicator (4.5 percent). These
results conform to the trends in eye scan pattern pre-
viously discussed in the ight director on versus o
comparison.
Summary|approach path comparison. The
lateral and vertical path tracking errors indicate that
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Table XI. Pilot Eye Scan Dwell Time for the Four Approaches
[Flight director on]
OFFSET RIVER HOOK SLINE
Instruments approach approach approach approach
ADI 59.8 59.4 58.8 59.6
HSI 3.5 4.7 3.8 3.0
Airspeed indicator 5.2 4.5 5.3 5.2
Percent dwell time Altimeter 2.5 2.0 2.6 3.4
Engine instruments 2.0 1.7 1.8 2.0
VSI 1.3 1.3 1.6 2.5
Other instruments 7.7 7.7 9.0 5.5
Percent total instrument dwell time 82.0 81.3 83.0 81.2
ADI 1.59 1.55 1.48 1.50
HSI 0.37 0.40 0.39 0.38
Average dwell time, sec Airspeed indicator 0.47 0.45 0.46 0.48
Altimeter 0.37 0.37 0.41 0.41
Engine instruments 0.92 0.79 0.78 0.83
VSI 0.30 0.28 0.28 0.36
all the curved approaches could be own as a preci-
sion approach. However, complex paths with short
straight segments, such as on the RIVER approach,
may require longer nal leg segments and/or higher
landing minima.
Pilot workload was higher on the curved ap-
proaches, as indicated by the control activity and
variation in the touchdown point on the runway. Ad-
verse winds may require a straight path segment be-
tween consecutive large angle change turns and/or
the use of larger turn radii.
If ight director steering commands are not
used, then the decision height should be increased
and the relatively large lateral path tracking errors
considered in the design of the approach procedure.
Pilot Comments
The following section summarizes the comments
made by the pilots during and just after each ap-
proach and during a nal debrieng after all the ap-
proaches were completed. The comments recorded in
the nal debrieng were particularly pertinent, since
the pilots had just own numerous approaches and
had time to formulate their opinions of the situation
information and approach procedures.
Acceptability. The following comments reect
the acceptability and concerns of manually ying a
jet transport airplane along curved approach paths
during airline operations.
All the test subjects indicated that all the curved
path approach procedures manually own during
the evaluation tests were acceptable for normal air-
line operations provided ight director guidance was
used. Without ight director guidance, ying curved
approaches in a jet transport airplane would re-
quire much greater training and use of nonprecision-
approach landing minima. The pilots emphasized
the requirement of ight director command guid-
ance to y curved precision-approach paths. This
requirement was also supported by the path tracking
data.
The pilots reported that when ying on the
curved approach paths, their perceived workload was
higher than when ying a conventional straight-in
ILS approach, but less than when ying a typical
nonprecision approach. The trends in the eye scan
data and the control activity data support the dier-
ence in perceived workload between the curved and
the straight-in paths.
The pilots also felt that the curved approach
paths would require more cockpit brieng and crew
training than for an ILS approach. One test subject
suggested that a pilot might have to be certied for
a particular approach. Certication, in this case,
would mean that the pilot had own the approach
procedure during a training period in a simulator or
had own the actual procedure under the supervision
of another pilot previously certied for the approach.
Situation information preferences. All the
pilots stated that they could use any of the path
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guidance algorithms to y the curved paths if
ight director commands were also used. This was
supported by the eye scan and path tracking data.
However, several pilots voiced a strong concern
about using the segmented algorithm situation infor-
mation when the lateral-path-deviation indicator was
deected full-scale (which occurred regularly during
a turn). They felt that even though the ight di-
rector was providing commands to y a designated
curved path, the ight crew could not determine
whether they were on track or had a large lateral
error. One pilot pointed out that if there was a large
lateral error, he could be satisfying the ight director
commands to return to course and actually be guided
into an obstacle.
At the end of the data collection approaches, the
pilots were given the opportunity to y several ap-
proaches with either of the circular path algorithms
without the use of the ight director. They were
then asked to comment on the dierences between
the segmented algorithm and the circular, xed ra-
dius algorithm when the ight director was not used.
The pilots agreed that the workload was higher in a
turn when the circular, xed radius path algorithm
was used. This was to be expected, since this al-
gorithm displayed the programmed course direction
and the lateral path deviations for the pilot to con-
tinuously null throughout the turn. However, at the
beginning of a turn, the segmented algorithm drove
the course select on the HSI to the outbound path
direction and computed lateral tracking errors rela-
tive to the outbound path segment. The pilot would
then simply turn the airplane to an intercept heading
until capturing the next path segment. The pilots re-
ported that their anxiety level was higher when the
segmented algorithm was full-scale, since they did
not know precisely where they were relative to the
path.
The pilots were asked to comment on the dier-
ences in vertical situation information (i.e., vertical
path changes at the midarc of the turn or at both the
beginning and the end of the turn). All the pilots in-
dicated that they could easily y either method of
vertical transition. One pilot preferred the midarc
transition, four pilots preferred the beginning/end of
the turn transition, and one pilot had no preference.
The pilots were also asked to comment on which
portions of the situation information were most use-
ful, or not very useful, and what situation informa-
tion they would like to have that was not included
in the evaluation tests. The pilots all agreed that
the advance-track-angle arrow on the HSI was a very
strong cue that showed the pilot where he was going
in the turn.
The pilots felt that along track DME distance to
the runway information was very desirable, although
it was used for dierent reasons. Some pilots thought
that its prime use would be for letting the pilot know
when to congure the airplane for landing. Other
pilots used it primarily to determine their progress
or location along the path.
The pilots reported that they did not use the rela-
tive bearing and distance information of the airplane
to the azimuth antenna presented on the RMI and
associated DME indicator. The eye scan data also
indicated that the pilots rarely observed these instru-
ments. However, these instruments may be bene-
cial during a missed approach task, and their useful-
ness should be evaluated in further piloted simulation
tests.
Several pilots stated that they would like to have
the RMI and the associated DME indicator provide
indications relative to the active waypoint instead
of the azimuth antenna. They felt that they could
better monitor their progress along the path and
anticipate turns.
Several pilots also stated that they would like to
have an MLS annunciator panel that would show
when they had valid azimuth, elevation, and DME
signal coverage. They also wanted to annunciate
whether the steering commands and the lateral and
vertical path deviations were based on area navi-
gation computations or on the \raw" MLS angular
signals.
Approach path geometry. The pilots were
asked to comment on the geometry of the approach
paths tested, specically about the length of the nal
straight-in segment, the amount of time (or distance)
necessary between turns for airplane stabilization,
and the maximum angle of the nal turn onto the
runway centerline.
The pilots reported that the length of the -
nal straight-in segment was long enough for all ap-
proaches. They indicated that the 1/2-mile nal on
the RIVER approach required minimal lateral and
vertical tracking errors when they rolled out of the
turn onto the nal straight-in segment.
It should be noted that the nal turn on the
RIVER approach required a 37 change in path direc-
tion. It is not clear that a turn with a larger change
of direction would be acceptable with a 1/2-mile -
nal. The OFFSET and HOOK approaches both had
a 90 turn onto the nal straight-in segment. The
3-mile and 2-mile nal segments on these approaches
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were reported to be more than adequate to complete
the approach successfully.
The RIVER approach and the OFFSET approach
each incorporated successive right and left turns
with little or no distance between turns for airplane
stabilization. The RIVER approach had six turns,
four of which occurred in the last 5 miles prior to
the runway. The change in path direction on this
approach varied between 9 and 49. The pilots
all stated that the successive turns on this approach
caused no problems in controlling the airplane or in
ying the approach.
However, the pilots indicated that the nal 5 miles
of the RIVER approach required a very attentive
scan of the instrument panel, since there was a large
amount of right/left/right maneuvering to y on the
programmed path. Some pilots indicated that they
did not have enough time to look at the approach
chart and would have to memorize critical informa-
tion or assign the copilot to make altitude and course
direction call outs. All the pilots congured the
airplane for landing and completed the nal check-
list prior to starting the last 5 miles of the RIVER
approach.
The OFFSET approach incorporated two consec-
utive 90 turns with no straight path segment be-
tween the turns. One pilot thought that approach
was slightly more dicult, but he attributed it to
the large (90) path direction changes required. All
the pilots felt that this approach would be acceptable
for normal operations.
Approach chart format. Although approach
chart formatting was not specically part of this
study, the subject pilots oered comments on the
charts used in this study (gs. 5 to 11). Many dier-
ent individual preferences in the details of the charts
were expressed. All pilots expressed satisfaction with
the plan view of the approach procedure. None ob-
jected to the split plan view of the RIVER approach.
One pilot suggested that the prole view be elim-
inated because he rarely used it; another wanted
the prole view to be made larger, since he used it
regularly.
All the pilots wanted altitudes printed on the
chart that would correspond to the given along track
distances. Although the programmed altitude for
each waypoint is important for programming the
area navigation system, the pilots prefer to have
the programmed altitude and along track distance
shown at the beginning and end of each turn so
that they can cross-check the vertical-path-deviation
indications as they progress along the path.
Most pilots wanted the approach chart de-
cluttered by removing waypoint denitions
(rho/theta/altitude) relative to the azimuth antenna
and removing turn radii indications. They felt that
if the area navigation system contained a data base
used to dene the approach, the waypoint deni-
tions and turn radii could be printed on the back of
the chart and used for cross-checking purposes prior
to beginning the approach. The pilots also desired
that waypoints be dened with names rather than
numbers.
General comments. Several of the pilots had
own the actual RIVER approach procedures at the
Washington National Airport. Each of these pilots
stated that the RIVER approach was much easier to
y with MLS instrument situation information than
by using the visual procedures used at Washington
National Airport.
Several pilots felt that they could have had
smaller path tracking errors if they had been more
familiar with the test airplane trim and attitude con-
ditions and power settings for a desired airspeed and
descent rate. However, none of the test subjects took
the opportunity to y additional runs oered during
the training period.
Concluding Remarks
Six subject pilots ew approximately 60 ap-
proaches each, with and without wind and turbu-
lence, to evaluate the use of electromechanical sit-
uation information to manually y on curved paths
within the microwave landing system signal environ-
ment. Path tracking data, control activity, eye scan
patterns of the instrument panel, and pilot comments
were used to evaluate (1) ight director versus no
ight director guidance, (2) use of three situation
information algorithms, and (3) four test paths of
dierent geometric complexity.
In the ight director on versus o comparison,
the data showed a substantial reduction of the path
tracking errors on the curved paths when ight di-
rector guidance was on. Average rms path tracking
errors were reduced from 833.1 ft to 63.9 ft later-
ally and from 87.5 ft to 33.9 ft vertically. No missed
approaches were own when the ight director was
on during 176 test runs. Eight missed approaches
were own during 45 test runs when the ight di-
rector was o. Pilot comments indicated the need
for ight director guidance when ying the curved
approaches. Based on these data and comments,
it is concluded that ight director guidance is re-
quired for manually controlled ight in a jet transport
airplane along curved paths to low decision heights
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(approximately 200 ft above ground level). Without
ight director guidance, much greater pilot training
and nonprecision-approach landing minima would be
required.
Based upon the path tracking data, control activ-
ity, and the eye scan data, virtually no dierences in
performance were observed between the situation in-
formation algorithms when using ight director steer-
ing commands. Although the display of information
on the horizontal situation indicator was signicantly
dierent for the segmented and circular situation
information algorithms, the pilots paid the most
attention to the ight director. Vertical tracking per-
formance was almost the same for all situation infor-
mation algorithms, indicating that either the single-
step or the two-step vertical transition would be
yable. No dierence in eye scan patterns or control
activity was noted.
However, pilot comments indicated that the seg-
mented algorithm, which is based on capturing the
next straight path segment, may not be acceptable.
The pilots were concerned that the full-scale lateral
deections encountered during turns would not al-
low the pilot to know if the aircraft was tracking on
course or had large lateral errors.
During the approach path comparison, pilot com-
ments indicated that all the curved approach paths
in these tests could be used in normal airline opera-
tions if ight director steering commands were used.
The pilots commented that their perceived workload
was higher on the curved paths than on a straight-in
instrument landing system (ILS) approach, but lower
than on a typical nonprecision-approach procedure.
The required length of the straight-in nal ap-
proach segment of the path, a 200-ft above ground
level (AGL) decision height, was inuenced by the
amount of path direction change (track angle change)
required during the last turn onto the nal path
segment. The lengths of the nal straight-in path
segment on the curved paths used in this study
were 3 miles, 2 miles, and 1/2mile. Path tracking data
and pilot comments indicated that a 2-mile-long -
nal, when preceded by a 90 turn, was sucient for
a 200-ft AGL decision height. However, path track-
ing errors for the path with a 1/2-mile-long nal pre-
ceded by a 37 turn were larger (although within the
width of the runway). If a 1/2-mile nal straight-in
path is used, a decision height higher than 200 ft
may be required.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
October 7, 1992
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Figure 4. Display format and turn geometry for the segmented algorithm.
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Figure 5. Display format and turn geometry for the circular, xed radius algorithm.
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Figure 6. Display format and turn geometry for the circular, computed radius algorithm.
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Figure 7. ILS straight line (SLINE) approach procedure.
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Figure 8. OFFSET approach procedure for segmented algorithm with computed turn radii.
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Figure 9. OFFSET approach procedure with specied turn radii.
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Figure 10. HOOK approach procedure for segmented algorithm with computed turn radii.
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Figure 11. HOOK approach procedure with specied turn radii.
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Figure 12. RIVER approach for segmented algorithm with computed turn radii.
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Figure 13. RIVER approach procedure with specied turn radii.
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Figure 14. rms path tracking errors for approaches with and without ight director commands.
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Figure 15. Control column and wheel activity for the approaches with and without ight director commands.
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Figure 16. rms path tracking errors for each situation information algorithm with ight director commands.
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Figure 17. Control column and wheel activity for each situation information algorithm with ight director
commands.
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Figure 18. rms path tracking errors for each approach with ight director commands.
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Figure 19. Control column and wheel activity for each approach with ight director commands.
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Figure 1. Flight instrument arrangement.
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Figure 2. Attitude director indicator instrument.
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Figure 3. Horizontal situation indicator instrument.
Figure 8. OFFSET approach procedure for segmented algorithm with computed turn radii.
Figure 9. OFFSET approach procedure with specied turn radii.
Figure 10. HOOK approach procedure for segmented algorithm with computed turn radii.
Figure 11. HOOK approach procedure with specied turn radii.
Figure 12. RIVER approach for segmented algorithm with computed turn radii.
Figure 13. RIVER approach procedure with specied turn radii.
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ight director commands.
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Figure 19. Control column and wheel activity for each approach with ight director commands.
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